
Underscore Inspiration through Integration





Light First
Social innovation through lighting

Socially engaged
iGuzzini is an international community at the service of architecture and 
the development of the culture of lighting, for a better society and life. 
It is a centre of excellence for the study of lighting in its various forms. 
It produces lighting systems in collaboration with leading lighting designers, 
architects, designers, universities and research centres all over the world. 
Respect for the environment, biological wellbeing, sustainable 
economies:  these are the factors we need to work on, on a global scale, 
for the positive development of society. Lighting is first and foremost 
for people, our commitment being to promote responsible use of energy 
by public organisations, by the leaders in architecture, industry and commerce, 
supporting town mayors, for a real improvement in wellbeing and quality of life.

Lighting innovation
Social innovation means responding to emerging needs with new ways 
of cooperating, in a network, through open networks, producing sustainable 
ideas and identifying new tools. Lighting changes things. It is at the centre 
of social changes. It is the expression of new vital energy running 
through the city, building architecture, creating wellbeing for people. 
Lighting reveals the nature of man, it shows worlds and relationships, 
communities and mechanisms. iGuzzini works to use lighting to improve 
the relationship between man and the environment, through research, 
manufacturing, technology and knowledge.

www.iguzzini.com/lightfirst



Underscore



Inspiration through Integration.
Lines of light that converse with architecture.

Underscore perfectly defines the geometrical structure 
of spaces perfectly, in three versions: 6, 15 and 18 
mm versions. Miraculously, these few millimetres of 
light create simple, yet highly dynamic shapes, and 
the luminous lines become one with the architecture. 
They subtly highlight architectural features and create 

magical atmospheres by giving surfaces a sense 
of infinity. Underscore is a complete system 
for highlighting paths, designing textures and 
even adding colour to environments. A new 
trend way to rediscover dark spaces using graphic 
light to give shape and character to shadow.

Underscore6 Underscore15 Underscore18
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Graphic lighting
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Photo: Gerard van Beek 



Graphic lighting.
Luminous strokes.

Lines of light create a visual illusion 
of  interrupted space. So the surfaces 
that define the environment meet, 
but are not joined. The result is ideal, 
limitless space.

Reproducing textures on walls creates 
luminous decorations that customise 
and highlight the space in question.

Walls can be marked with straight lines 
of light wherever you want.

Underscore is a tool for building with light. 
It has numerous application options: recessed, 
frame and minimal versions, perimetral, up 
and down, surface and corner installation.

The light communicates and almost speaks by 
means of graphic strokes, graffiti and interruptions. 
It highlights corners and edges, decorates surfaces 
and emphasizes volumes.
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Photo above: Carola Vannini Architecture



Graphic lighting
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Convent Trinità dei Monti, Rome , Italy
Architectural project: Didier Repellin
Lighting design: Didier Repellin
Photo: Giuseppe Saluzzi

Opposite page
Office building Paris, France
Architectural project: Plug In Studio



Graphic lighting.
Luminous strokes.



Underscore
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Customizable lines of light.
Underscore adapts easily to a vast range 
of application contexts. Both its strips 
and 1 or 3 metre profiles can be 
cut to achieve the length required.

Photo: MVN Arquitectos

2 m

3 m

1 m



Cut and paste.
Length modulation.

Create any length you wish with a simple 
cut. Underscore is designed to suit any 
application, simply by cutting the profiles 

and light strips. Large spaces, niches, shelves, 
steps, baseboards and perimeters, its potential 
is unlimited.
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Opal 
finish

Cutting 
section

Translucent 
finish

Sections can be divided 
every 50 mm

Ledstrip Underscore6

Ledstrip Underscore15 / Underscore18

Easy to use. The translucent finish makes 
the cutting area clearer and makes customising 
the profile lengths even easier.

The frontal emission strips used in Underscore15 
and 18 are covered with  a transparent 
material and the cutting area is visible.

Ledstrip module
Max 5 m

Ledstrip module
Max 5 m

Cutting area 
section

Sections can be divided 
every  25, 50, 100 mm 
based on the strip version

3 m



6
millimetres

Underscore6
Design Dean Skira
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Ultraslim. Underscore is only 
6 mm wide, thinner than a pencil.



The smallest line of light.
Continuous and uniform.

Underscore6 is the smallest line of light available 
on the market. It boasts minimal dimensions 
of a mere 6 millimetres of linear light created 
with monochrome LEDs and available in different 
colour temperatures. The product consists of two 
elements. The first is an aluminium profile that 
dissipates heat correctly, thereby guaranteeing 

superior longlife performance, while the other is a 
light strip.Designed to achieve ultraslim light strips 
and atmospheric, continuous luminous effects 
with no interruptions or light points. Underscore 
guarantees optimal uniformity of emission thanks
to the combination of a diffusing, opal finish, an 
upper protective coating and radial LED emission.
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Underscore6
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Lighting and decorating.
A perfect combination of architectural 
surfaces and artificial light. 

Cultural centre Niemeyer, Avilés, Asturias, Spain
Architectural project: Oscar Niemeyer, Roberto Alonso Martínez, 
Javier Blanco García Castañón, Jair Rojas Valera
Almudena Fernández Menéndez
Photo: 274 Km



The smallest line of light.
Continuous and uniform.



Underscore6

Aluminium profile

Ledstrip
The strip and coating 
are two separate 
elements to reduce 
stress and stop the strip 
from breaking.

Silicone elastomer
(opal finish)

Silicone elastomer 
(translucent finish)

High quality construction. A twin layer of protective 
coating separates the upper emitter and the lower 
LED chamber. This unique design in which the light 

strip and cover are two separate elements, reduces 
stress and stops the strip from getting broken.
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Silicone elastomer protective coating. 
A perfect diffuser and highly elastic to facilitate 
the movement of the strip contained inside 
and avoid potential breaks.
 

Ready to use. 
Built technology.

Highly adaptable in terms of both design 
and materials. The silicone elastomer 
coating, in fact, is heat-dissipating, resistant 
and constructed to optimise light emission.
 

Underscore6 is ready for installation. It does 
not need to be connected to protective 
filters or covers. Using lines of light has never 
been so easy.

21



Underscore6
Outer / Inner Corner
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Photo: Cristian Fattinnanzi



Luminous corners.
Emphasizing volumes. 

Unique. An innovative product for creating luminous 
corners. The Underscore6 inner and outer 
corner profiles deliberately interrupt continuity. 
Surfaces meet, but are kept subtly apart by 
a slim line of light. A new solution that makes 

constructions even more modern. 
This extruded aluminium, hi-tech profile 
has been designed to integrate light 
and architecture even in difficult points 
that no one has tried to light before.

Underscore6 
90° Outer Corner

Underscore6 
90° Inner Corner 
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Underscore6
Frame and Minimal
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Showroom Schiess, Erlen, Svizzera
Architectural project: Daniel Huber, Architektur GmbH
Photo: Daniel Huber

Opposite page:
Photo: L3P Architekten



More in more places.
Limitless freedom.

Underscore is a creative tool that personalises 
and characterises environments. Atmospheric, 
decorative effects can be drawn on walls 
and ceilings with two recessed, frame and minimal 
solutions. The frame version creates slits  of light 

with a magical ambience. The light seems to come 
from nowhere, and any space becomes original 
and unique. With its white or aluminium finish, 
Underscore6 Frame is easy to install and the end 
result is distinctively elegant.
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Underscore6 
Frame

Underscore6 
Minimal



Underscore6
Up, Down and Up / Down
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Foto: Cristian Fattinnanzi



Brilliant elements.
Singular and plural lines. 

New perspectives for interior design. Underscore 
Up, Down and Up / Down offer a completely 
new experience of indoor lighting. Now you 
can customize corridors, highlight door frames, 
decorate surfaces and animate baseboards. 

Slim lines of clear light offering superior visual 
comfort can be installed on walls using
 the clips included. The profile has been 
carefully shaped to allow the wiring to be 
hidden at the back.

Underscore6 
Up or Down

Underscore6 
Up / Down
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Underscore6

Recessed Minimal

Up or Down  

90° Outer Corner

90° Inner Corner

3000 mm

Recessed Frame

Up / Down 

18

52,5

47

13

11

45
70

11

41,8

12
,5

18

14,5

Ledstrip
10 W/m

Warm 
3000 K

Neutral 
4000 K

Cool 
6000 K
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01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

01
white

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white
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2000 mm

3000 mm

1000 / 2000 mm

2000 mm

2000 mm

Profiles Finish Ledstrip Colour Temp.Length



Installation

90° Outer Corner

90° Inner Corner

Up / Down 

( 1 )  Prepare the recessed slot  ( 2 )  Insert the Ledstrip into the profile 
(snap the strip in all the way down the profile, so it remains flush)  
( 3 )  Silicone seal the profile in the slot.

( 1 )  The profile slots should be 200 mm apart at the ends 
and 500 mm apart along the profile  ( 2 )  Fasten the profile 
to the wall   ( 3 )  Use filler to even the surface and then paint 
(we suggest a mesh is used, given the size of the gap to fill)  
( 4 )  The wires should be welded at the ends and a heat-shrink 
sheath should be used  ( 5 )  Snap the Ledstrip in all the way 
down the profile (the strip is not flush but set back).

( 1 )  The profile slots should be 200 mm apart at the ends 
and 500 mm apart along the profile  ( 2 )  Fasten the profile 
to the wall   ( 3 )  Use filler to even the surface and then paint 
(we suggest a mesh is used, given the size of the gap to fill)  
( 4 )  The wires should be welded at the ends and a heat-shrink 
sheath should be used  ( 5 )  Snap the Ledstrip in all the way 
down the profile (the strip is not flush but set back).

( 1 )  Prepare the recessed slot  ( 2 )  Insert the profile 
( 3 )  Use filler to even the surface and paint  ( 4 )*  Snap the strip 
into the profile (all the way down, so it remains flush).

* The design of the profile also houses 
 the wiring. We suggest that you weld 
 together the ends of the power supply 
 cables and Ledstrip cables and use 
 a heat-shrink sheath.

( 1 )  Snap the Ledstrip into its housing so it is flush
( 2 )  Fasten the device to the wall using the «snap-on» springs 
available as an accessory  ( 3 )  The profile is fitted with 
a pressure mechanism that snaps the spring into place.

( 1 )  Insert the two snap-on and flush Ledstrips in their appropriate 
housings  ( 2 )  Fasten the device to the wall using the «snap-on» 
springs available as an accessory  ( 3 )  The profile is fitted 
with a pressure mechanism that snaps the spring into place.
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Up or Down  

Recessed Minimal

Recessed Frame



Underscore15
Design iGuzzini
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Photo: Concessione ODA



Plug and play.
Beautiful, easy and immediate.

Underscore15 is a technological combination 
of a frontal emission strip with a cover 
or sheath to protect the LEDs and a slim 
aluminium profile. The white solder acts as a flux 
enhancer and contributes to the design.

Only 15 millimetres wide, this small tool offers 
astonishingly high performance in terms of light 
efficiency and continuity. It innovates the architectural 
design of interiors, and animates spaces 
and objects with high visual comfort illumination. 
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Underscore15
Ledstrip

Ledstrip Tube

Ledstrip
Silicone layer

Adhesive strip
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 Silicone sheath

5 W/m
12 V

470 lm/m
CRI 80

5 W/m
12 V

390 lm/m
CRI 80

10 W/m
12 V

940 lm/m
CRI 80

15 W/m
24 V

1130 lm/m
CRI 80

15 W/m
24 V

1126 lm/m
CRI 90

20 W/m
24 V

1470 lm/m
CRI 90

20 W/m
24 V

1300 lm/m
CRI 80



The power of technology. 
Twin option.

Underscore15 is a system designed with two different 
usage options. Either a Ledstrip or a Ledstrip 
Tube can be fitted on the aluminium profile. 
The version with a Ledstrip is covered by a layer 
of polyurethane. This material reduces the risk 
of the strip being broken and maintains the LEDs 

in perfect condition by protecting them from contact. 
Ledstrip Tube, with its silicone sheath, also 
protects the strips by reducing stress that could 
lead to tears. Both parts, the strip and the sheath,
are extremely easy to replace.

Ledstrip Tube The silicone sheath  
inserted into the profile.

Ledstrip The strip is fastened 
to the profile using the strip 
of adhesive at the back.
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Underscore15

34

1

2

3
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Mix and match.
Tailor-made solutions.

Two profiles, high and low, plus two filters, opal 
and translucent, combine to obtain the perfect 

result for any and every context. Underscore15 
illuminates or decorates.

Decorating solutions
with an opal filter 

ProfilesEfficiency EfficiencyUniformity Uniformity

Lighting solutions 
with a  translucent filter

Filter features.
The filters are made of stabilised UV 
polycarbonate that is flexible, torsion 
resistant and does not turn yellow.
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Profiles

1

1 3

2 4

2 3 4



Underscore15
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Colour consistency. 
Chromatic properties.

Lighting requirements vary according to different 
application contexts. Underscore 15 can 
be used in three colour temperatures: warm, 
neutral and cool. 

The warm and neutral shades are also available 
with CRI 90 for optimum colour yield performance. 
Underscore 15 CRI 90 uses efficient and carefully 
selected LEDs with MacAdam Step 3.

Underscore CRI 90. 
An option that  combines optimum chromatic yield, 
efficiency and superior quality standards.
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Underscore15
Surface

38

Photo: Piero Lissoni



Corners and surfaces.
Atmospheric silhouettes.

Underscore15 corner is a solution for lighting 
objects with a beam pointed at 45°. This thin 
blade of directed light makes enhancing textures 
and highlighting product displays fronts even easier. 
Underscore15 is also a surface light. Handrails, 
furniture, and shelving can all be animated  

with a grazing background light that creates a sense 
of magic and heightens the viewer’s perception 
of sizes and forms in the environment.
Combining grazing and corner light profiles further 
enhances the shape of the objects, giving shelves 
and ledges a real sense of depth.

Grazing background light 
enhances objects’ silhouettes 
and gives shelves a sense 
of depth.

Frontal light 
highlights textures 
and fronts.
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Underscore15 
Corner

Underscore15 
Ceiling-mounted

Underscore15 
Minimal

Underscore15 
Frame



Underscore15
Corner

Photo: Cristian Fattinnanzi
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Underscore15
Recessed Frame e Minimal

Tailor-made light effects.
With its surface-mounted  and recessed 
Frame and Minimal profiles, Underscore 
is the perfect tool for customising space.

Tbilisi Public Service Hall, Tbilisi, Georgia
Architectural project: Fuksas Massimiliano



Underscore15
Perimetral
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Photo: Piero Lissoni



Three for one.
Magical perimeters.

The Underscore15 perimeter profile is ideal for 
high impact applications. Its special aluminium 
profile structure is specifically designed 
to be inserted in suspended ceiling panels 
and the LED strip is set back to guarantee 
superior visual comfort in any context. 
This eliminates any risk of glare and makes 

the device practically invisible. Its grazing 
light effects deliberately outline space. 
Light beams surround ceilings and magically 
mark out floors. Underscore15 can also be 
installed vertically on walls to create a border 
that splits surfaces and adds a sensation 
of floating to interiors.
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Underscore15
Perimetral 

45°
Cut–Off angle



Face to face. Installing two Underscore 
profiles, one in front of the other, 
makes spaces seem to float.
Boutique Rolex - Belgrado, Serbia
Architectural project: Bojan Kulic Devotee

Underscore15
Perimetral

44



Underscore15
Perimetral

Viking Grace cruise ship, Turku, Finland
Architectural project: Dsign Vertti Kivi & Co
Lighting design: Vertti Kivi



Underscore15 

Surface-mounted

Perimetral

Recessed Frame

14
,5

24,4

22

24,4

Recessed Minimal

Corner

30

41

21

60

27,5

13
,5

16,8

21

16,8

38 
Opal

21 
Translucent
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1000 / 2000 mm

1000 / 2000 mm

Warm 
3000 K

Neutral 
4000 K

Cool 
6000 K

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

1000 / 2000 mm

1000 / 2000 mm

1000 / 2000 mm

Ledstrip 
Tube HP
20 W/m

Ledstrip
5 W/m

Ledstrip HP
20 W/m

Ledstrip High
15 W/m

Ledstrip 
Tube
5 W/m

Ledstrip 
Tube High 
10 W/m

Ledstrip 
Tube High 
15 W/m

Profiles Finish Ledstrip Colour Temp. ScreensLength



Perimetric

Corner

( 1 )  Mount the steel spring on the profile and fasten it 
by inserting the plate  in the housing on the back of the profile  
( 2 )  Insert the Ledstrip in the profile  ( 3 )  Fasten the profile 
using a steel spring  ( 4 )  Then insert the filter.

( 1 )  Insert the profile into the slot and secure it with screws
( 2 )  Use filler to even the surface and then paint  
( 3 )  Snap the strip into the profile  ( 4 )  Insert the filter.

( 1 )  Secure the profile to the wall with a Fisher anchor  
( 2 )  Fasten the plasterboard panel to the profile using screws  
( 3 )  Insert the strip into the profile.

* The same profile can be installed 
 using either the snap-on spring 
 accessory [example A]; or by fixing 
 the profile directly to the wall with 
 a screw anchor [example B].

* In both cases, insert the screw 
 in the «V» slot in the inner 
 part of the profile and use only 
 countersunk screws.
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A B

Recessed Minimal

Recessed Frame

Surface-mounted

Installation

( 1 )  Fit the profile using methods A, B or C
( 2 )  Insert the Ledstrip into the profile
( 3 )  Snap the filter into place.

* The same profile can be installed 
 using the ceiling-mounted method  
 (with screw [ A ] or the clip spring   
 accessory [ C ]) or recessed [ B ].

* Use only countersunk screws 
 to avoid creating  thicknesses that 
 are not compatible with the strips.

( 1 )  Secure the profile to the wall with a Fisher anchor  
( 2 )  Fasten the plasterboard panel to the profile using screws  
( 3 )  Insert the strip into the profile  ( 4 )  Use filler to even the surface 
and then paint  ( 5 )  Fit the filter using the necessary tools.

* We suggest you use the filter 
 only in situations where the strip 
 may be visible, otherwise 
 don’t use it at all.

A B C



Underscore18
Design iGuzzini
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Pharmacy Doc Morris, Limburg, Germany
Lighting design: Klaus Bürger
Architectural project: Klaus Bürger, 
Architekturbüro Bürger
Foto: Klaus Bürger



Like a rainbow.
Hints of colour.

Atmospheric lines of colour and variable, intense 
nuances. Underscore18 offers all the advanced 
technology of the 15 millimetre version with the added 
option of using tinted shades to colour spaces.
Three different profiles are available: surface-mounted,

recessed and perimetral. When combined 
with light management systems (LMS) different 
scenarios can be continuously created in 
a subtle play of light and colour that magically 
changes atmospheres.
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Underscore18

32,8

41

Ledstrip

Surface / Ceiling-mounted

Recessed Minimal

Perimetral

RGB

19,6

30

62,8

30

50

38 
Opal

21 
Translucent

Profiles Finish Ledstrip Colour Temp. ScreensLength

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

01
white

12
aluminium

2000 mm

2000 mm

2000 mm



Installation

Surface / Ceiling-mounted

Recessed Minimal

Perimetral

51

( 1 )  Fit the profile using methods A, B or C
( 2 )  Insert the Ledstrip into the profile
( 3 )  Snap the filter into place.

( 1 )  Insert the profile into the slot and secure it with screws
( 2 )  Use filler to even the surface and then paint  
( 3 )  Snap the strip into the profile  ( 4 )  Insert the filter.

* The same profile can be installed 
 using the ceiling-mounted method  
 (with screw [ A ] or the clip spring   
 accessory [ C ]) or recessed [ B ].

* Use only countersunk screws 
 to avoid creating  thicknesses that 
 are not compatible with the strips.

( 1 )  Secure the profile to the wall with a Fisher anchor  
( 2 )  Fasten the plasterboard panel to the profile using screws  
( 3 )  Insert the strip into the profile  ( 4 )  Use filler to even the surface 
and then paint  ( 5 )  Fit the filter using the necessary tools.

* We suggest you use the filter 
 only in situations where the strip 
 may be visible, otherwise 
 don’t use it at all.

A B C



Length Code Colour

Frame recessed linear profile

1000 MXR1 01-12

2000 MXR2 01-12

Length Code Colour

90° inner corner profile

3000 MXR5 01

Length Code Colour

Single linear surface (Up or Down profile)

2000 MXR6 01-12

Length Code Colour

Minimal recessed linear profile

2000 MXR3 01

Code Colour

End caps for Frame 
recessed linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXR8 01-15

End caps for Minimal
recessed linear profile

4 pieces

MXR9 01

End caps for 90° outer 
corner profile

4 pieces

MXS0 01

Code Colour

End caps for 90° inner 
corner profile

4 pieces

MXS1 01

End caps for single
linear surface profile

2 pieces

MXS2 01-15

End caps for double
linear surface profile

2 pieces

MXS3 01-15

Installation systems

Underscore6 

Light source W/m  lm/m K Code Colour

LED 10 W 24 V 150 2800 MT96 01

10 W 24 V 150 4000 MT95 01

10 W 24 V 150 5000 MT97 01

120 LED/m
Sections can be split every 50 mm

Profiles

Ledstrip

16

4

5,6

Length Code Colour

Double linear surface (Up / Down profile)

2000 MXR7 01-12

Length Code Colour

90° corner profile

3000 MXR4 01

18

14,5

18

70
4552,5

11

47

13

11

12,5

41
,8

52

01
white

12
aluminium

For further information consult 
the technical sheets at products.iguzzini.com

Code Colour

Clip per fisaggio
per profili lineari

5 pieces

MXM4     00
per MXK6-MXK7



53

For further information consult 
the technical sheets at products.iguzzini.com

Underscore15 / Underscore18

Ledstrip

Source W/m  lm/m K Code Colour

LED 5 W 12 V 370 2400 M249 01

5 W 12 V 370 3000 M250 01

5W 12 V 390 4000 M251 01

5W 12 V 390 6000 M252 01

Sections can be split every 50 mm.
2 strips connected in consecutive line (it is possible 
to connect 3 strips for a luminaire up to 15 metres
 long, although there will be a slight drop in light 
intensity along the line).

Source W/m  lm/m K Code Colour

LED Tube

5 W 12 V 410 2400 M824 01

5 W 12 V 410 3000 M826 01

5W 12 V 470 4000 M827 01

5W 12 V 420 6000 M828 01

Sections can be split every 50 mm.
2 strips connected in consecutive line (it is possible 
to connect 3 strips for a luminaire up to 15 metres 
long, although there will be a slight drop in light 
intensity along the line).

RGB

5W  90 6000 M253 01

Sections can be split every 100 mm
2 strips connected in consecutive line.
When using the RGB Ledstrip in line 
the white mix may not be homogenous

RGB

5W  90 M829 01

Sections can be split every 100 mm.
2 strips connected in consecutive line.
When using the RGB Ledstrip in line the white 
mix may not be homogenous. To be used 
only with MWG1 profile or with clips MWG2.

LED Hi-power

14W 24 V 1220 3000 MI59 01

14 W 24 V 1130 4000 MI60 01

14W 24 V 1160 6000 MI61 01

Sections can be split every 100 mm.

Hi-power

19,2W 24 V 1350 3000 N175 01

19,2W 24 V 1300 4000 N176 01

19,2W 24 V 1300 6000 N177 01

Sections can be split every 125 mm
To be used together with Underscore profiles. 
19,2 W/m available from October 2014

LED Tube hi-power

9,6W 12V 810 3000 ME33 01

9,6W 12V 940 4000 ME34 01

9,6W 12V 840 6000 ME35 01

Sections can be split every 25 mm.

Tube hi-power
CRI 90 - Mac Adam step 3

14,3W 24V 1126 3000 N173 01

14,3W 24V 1126 4000 N174 01

Sections can be split every 100 mm.

Tube hi-power
CRI 90 - Mac Adam step 3

19,6W 24V 1470 3000 N178 01

19,6W 24V 1470 4000 N179 01

Sections can be split every 100 mm.
To be used together with Underscore profiles. 
CRI 90 versons are available from October 2014

LED Tube side

5W 12V 240 3000 MC63 01

5W 12V 240 4000 MC64 01

5W 12V 300 6000 MC65 01

Sections can be split every 50 mm
2 strips connected in consecutive line (it is possible 
to connect 3 strips for a luminaire up to 15 metres 
long, although there will be a slight drop in light 
intensity along the line).

5000

5000

4900

50005000

8
10/12

10/12
10/12

10/12

IP65 (IP20 cables terminales)



For further information consult 
the technical sheets at products.iguzzini.com

Code Colour

Connector kit 

It contains  
1 male connector,  
2 female connectors,  
2 heat-shrinking sheaths

MWR5     00
for M249-
M250-M251-
M252-MI59-
MI60-MI61

Connector kit 

It contains  
1 male connector,  
2 female connectors, 
4 end caps without holes

MWR6     00
for M824-
M826-M827-
M828-ME33-
ME34-ME35

Kit end caps 

It contains 4 end 
caps with holes

MWR7     00
for M829

Connector kit 

It contains  
1 male connector, 
2 female connectors,  
4 end caps

MWR8    00
for MC63-
MC64-MC65

Accessories 

Code Colour

Constant-voltage
electronic ballast
20 W 12 V

Vout=12Vdc
Iout=1,65A 
Max 1 coil (5 m)
(Ledstrip, Ledstrip tube,
Ledstrip tube side)

MWF7 00

Constant-voltage
electronic ballast
70 W 12 V

Vout=12Vdc
Iout=6,8A
Max 3 coils (15 m)
(Ledstrip, Ledstrip tube,
Ledstrip tube side)
Max 1 coil (5 m)
(Ledstrip tube hi-power)

MWF8 00

Constant-voltage
electronic ballast
100 W 12 V

Vout=12Vdc
Iout=8A
Max 4 coils (10+10 m in parallelo)
(Ledstrip, Ledstrip tube,
Ledstrip tube side)
Max 2 coils (5+5m in parallelo)
(Ledstrip tube hi-power)

MX36 01

Constant-voltage
electronic ballast
100 W 24V

Vout=24Vdc
Iout=4A
Max 1 coil
(Ledstrip hi-power)

MX67 00

Components

Code Colour

DALI dimming
interface  
monochromatic LED
50 W 12 V
120 W 24 V

VIn=10-24Vdc
Vout=10,5-24Vdc

MWP3 00

PWM slave sequencer
20 W 12 V
with voltage output
(12 V) for RGB

VIn=10,8-26,4Vdc
Vout=Vin 1Vdc
Iout=1,5A
Fout=190-210 Hz
Max 2 coils (10 m)

MWG0 00

PWM master sequencer 
20 W 12 V with voltage 
output (12 V) for RGB 
with radiocontrol

VIn=10,8-26,4Vdc
Vout=Vin 1Vdc
Iout=1,5A
Fout=190-210 Hz
Max 2 coils (10 m)

With code MWF9-master 
you can connect 
2 strips for each code 
MWG0 slave in continuous 
sequence; in this case 
it is important to calculate 
the total power 
of the installation 
(for power supply).

MWF9 00

Underscore15 / Underscore18
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Profiles for monochrome Ledstrip

Underscore15

01
white

12
aluminium

Length Code Colour

Frame recessed low linear profile

1000 MXK6 01-12

2000 MXK7 01-12

Length Code Colour

Frame recessed high linear profile

1000 MXL0 01-12

2000 MXL1 01-12

Length Code Colour

Opal diffuser screen

1000 MXM0 01-12

2000 MXM1 01-12

Code Colour

Kit of aluminium rigid channels

MWG1 12

Code Colour

Fixing clips kit

MWG2 01

Length Code Colour

Surface low linear profile

1000 MXK8 01-12

2000 MXK9 01-12

Length Code Colour

Surface high linear profile

1000 MXL2 01-12

2000 MXL3 01-12

Length  Code Colour

Minimal recessed high linear profile

2000 MXN8 01-12

Length Code Colour

Corner profile

1000 MXK3 01-12

2000 MXK4 01-12

Length Code Colour

Perimetral profile

2000 MXK5 00

Translucid diffuser screen

1000 MXM2 01-12

2000 MXM3 01-12

5 pieces with 1 m
Ledstrip tube side cannot be
installed with rigid channel.

10 pieces

24,4

14
,5

16,8

13
,5

24,4

22

16,8

21

60

21

41

30

27,5

Code Colour

End caps for frame recessed 
low linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXL6      01-15

for MXK6-MXK7

End caps for surface 
low linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXL7     01-15

for MXK8-MXK9

End caps for frame recessed 
high linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXL8     01-15

for MXL0-MXL1

Accessories

Code Colour

End caps for surface 
high linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXL9     01-15

for MXL2-MXL3

End caps for minimal 
recessed high linear profile
4 pieces

MXQ2      01

for MXN8

End caps for  
perimetral profile

2x5 pieces

MXL5      01

for MXK5

End caps for  
corner profile

10 pieces

MXL4      01-15

for MXK3-MXK4

Code Colour

Fixing clips for 
linear profiles

5 pieces

MXM4     00
for MXK6-MXK7
MXK8MXK9-MXL0
MXL1-MXL2-MXL3

Fixing clips for 
corner profile

5 pieces

MXM5     00

for MXK3-MXK4

Springs kit, for insertion 
with through slot
for linear profile

2 pieces

MXP6     00

for MXK6-MXK7
MXL0-MXL1

For further information consult 
the technical sheets at products.iguzzini.com
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For further information consult 
the technical sheets at products.iguzzini.com

Profiles for Ledstrip RGB

Code Colour

End caps for surface 
high linear profile

2x5 pieces

MXQ6      01-15

for MXQ3

End caps for minimal 
recessed high linear profile

4 pieces

MXQ8     01

for MXQ4

Accessories

Code Colour

End caps for  
perimetric profile

2x5 pieces

MXQ2      01

for MXN8

Fixing clips 
for linear profiles

5 pieces

MXM4     00

for MXQ3

Underscore18

01
white

12
alluminio

Length Code Colour

Opal diffuser screen

2000 MXQ9 38

Length Code Colour

Surface high linear profile

2000 MXQ3 01-12

Length Code Colour

Minimal recessed high linear profile

2000 MXQ4 01-12

Length Code Colour

Perimetral profile

2000 MXQ5 01-12

Translucid diffuser screen

2000 MXR0 21

Code Colour

Kit of aluminium rigid channels

MWG1 12

5 pieces with 1 m
Ledstrip tube side cannot be
installed with rigid channel.

Code Colour

Fixing clips kit

MWG2 01

10 pieces

19,6

30

30

62,8

41

32,8

Underscore18 profile can be 
used only together with ledstrip 
RGB cod.M253 . 



iGuzzini reserves the right to discontinue 
any products from its collection at any time 
and without prior notice, without prejudice 
to the essential characteristics of the models 
described, to make technical and 
photometric changes and to change parts, 
details or finishes as it sees fit for the 
purpose of improvement or to meet 
construction and commercial needs. 
Goods are shipped at the customer’s risk, 
even if sold “free domicile”. Any exportation 
of goods purchased must be authorised 
in advance in writing by iGuzzini. The pole  
+ products combinations presented in 
the catalogue are approximate, in particular 
with reference to the wind load stability 
test, which must be carried out and 
adapted, on each occasion, depending 

on the features of the place. The provisions 
in force must also be taken into account. 
For installation methods, refer only to 
the conditions described in the instruction 
leaflet contained in the product packaging 
and/or available on the website www.
iguzzini.com. The information provided 
is approximate and is not binding. iGuzzini 
reserves the right to delete, amend 
and/or correct the information herein, 
according to the development of regulations  
and/or technical and/or technological 
developments. In any case, iGuzzini will 
do everything possible to ensure that 
all information herein is correct and 
up-to-date at the time the catalogue goes 
to press, although it shall not be liable  
in any cases where, despite the checks 

carried out, there are errors and/or mistakes 
due to changes in regulations and/or 
technology, due to the use of software 
other than that used by iGuzzini and/or 
due to causes which are outside 
 of iGuzzini’s control. 

For information and updates about the 
compatibility of lamps available for 
the luminaires present in this text, consult 
the instruction leaflets accessible 
in the download area of the electronic 
catalogue www.iguzzini.com

These conditions are valid 
from 01.01.2014

For the ENEC mark for individual  
product codes, see the download  
area for the online catalogue  
products.iguzzini.it

To guarantee operation and safety, public 
bodies have set specific standards, 
which protect the end user against risks. 
In line with its quality and safety policy, 
iGuzzini makes its products in compliance 
with said standards. Non-electric 
components of the systems (covers, 
couplings, etc.) cannot be considered 
luminaires, therefore they are not covered 
by the standards used as the basis for 

certification by quality seal Institutes. 
However, for all components of the systems 
certified, compatibility and safe use have 
been tested by the Institutes. Luminaires 
in the iGuzzini collection are designed 
in conformity with European Standards 
EN 60598-1 and special requirements, 
therefore they meet said requirements, 
including maximum temperatures allowed, 
considering 25°C as the ambient 

temperature. For countries or application 
environments with thermal or microclimatic  
references other than those envisaged  
(e.g.: swimming pools, environments  
with the risk of explosion, etc.) please 
contact the company.  
For correct installation of the luminaires 
always consult the instruction leaflet 
supplied with the product.

iGuzzini guarantees that its products are 
free from manufacturing and/or material 
defects, for normal intended use, for 
a period of five years from the date of 
the invoice, subject to online registration 
at the website www.iguzzini.com and 
acceptance of specific conditions. In any 
case, iGuzzini recognises the legal warranty.

For enquiries, to report issues and  
request assistance, contact the reference  
company for your geographical  
area, indicated at www.iguzzini.com.

Conditions of sale

For the sales network consult the website:
 www.iguzzini.com

General Conditions

Safety seals

Warranty Information Notes
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